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MMM...........
				 its Promalicious

In this issue

Be eye candy for the lads
Emily Garvin
Staff Reporter
Prom, especially for girls, is a chance
to show off your personal style in a way
that you otherwise couldn’t on a regular
basis. This is when girls really shine, and
the dance floor is filled with everything
from frills to bows, slits to cut-outs.
But some looks aren’t exactly angelic. Some girls don’t know what crosses
the line, be it the actual dress or the
way they wear it.
“Dresses that are really tight, when
they’re spilling over the dress, is definitely a fashion don’t,” says junior Daniella
Pena, who plans on going to prom this
year and is in the market for something
blue, like many attendees.
Pena also dislikes poofy skirts. But
after doing some research, princesslike ball gowns are popular
this year in every hue from
cotton-candy pink to lime
green, another hated fashion
choice of Pena’s.
The supposed trends for this
year are bright colors and ladylike silhouettes, with a masculine twist.
Trend reports from style.com include
formal suits, flower prints and neon colors, as well as designer collections from

Chanel and Dolce & Gabbana.
But leave the trends for someone
who has thousands of dollars to spend
on a dress. The biggest fashion advice
anyone can receive is to wear what
makes you feel good. You can get a stylish dress anywhere from Nordstrom to
Goodwill.
“Wear something that makes you
feel comfortable, and formal enough for
the occasion,” says senior Ashley Wolcott, also planning to attend.
“Go modern: suits for girls and
dresses for boys, strait jackets and red
leather,” jokes sophomores Alexa Morrow and Andrea Vernon, and junior
Andy Schille. If you’re not that brave,
just stay in your comfort zone. If you’re
uncomfortable, it’ll be apparent by the
adjusting of your dress or the re-tying of
the seams all night.
Another much-needed tip: “Make
sure you don’t glow in the dark in your
dress; get a tan before prom,” says Wolcott. (Sorry, pale girls, but you can’t pull
off any pastel dresses. Try purple or another dark color.)
Prom is a night where the fashion
rules are virtually endless. But all girls,
and most guys, would agree on one
rule:
“Don’t go naked.”
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Looking lavish for the ladies
Tristan Nance
Staff Reporter
Picking the right prom tuxedo can
be tricky, especially with the amount of
options and customizations to choose
from. You have to consider what type of
jacket, tie, shoes, shirt, and pants go together with which style and color.
First thing to settle on is what type
of tux jacket suits your style and body
type. There are many different types of
jackets to choose from, some being the
shawl collar, single breasted, and double
breasted. If you’re going for the most traditional look at prom however, the recommended style is the single breasted,
single button, peak lapel tuxedo jacket
(which was based off of the English style
dinner jacket).
“It doesn’t matter what you wear as
long as you have fun,” says senior Janice
Fix.
Of course, don’t let tradition get in
the way of personal style. Try wearing
a full dress jacket or one with tailcoats.
Prices for these jackets vary, but when
matched well with your other garments,
they can make a big impact. One thing
to point out, though obvious to some, is
to never get a prom jacket which’s color
doesn’t match the pants.
If you live where the sun beats down
constantly (which we don’t), getting a
white jacket with black pants can be
considered. Otherwise, stay away from
different colors.
“For guys I like the classic looks:
black or white,” says senior Kaitlin

Arndt.
Pants-wise, there aren’t really any
set standards, just different personal
choices. If you like the pleated look, then
go for it. When having pleated pants
remember that the folds should open
towards the center. Because of custom
sizing, all tuxedo pants are tapered and
follow the shape of the leg, essentially
making baggy pants a nonexistent issue. If you want to follow the traditional
route, however, there are restrictions as
to the style of your pants. There will be a
black stripe or braid following the seam
of your pants, hailing from the tuxedos
militaristic history. Also, the pants are
never cuffed at the bottom. If your pants
are cuffed at the bottom, well, then the
person you purchased your tuxedo from
messed up. Finally, note that the traditional style doesn’t have any belt loops;
it should be tailored to fit (unless upon
special request).
When choosing a shirt for to go with
your tuxedo, make sure the style flows
with what type of tuxedo you’re renting
(or buying). Luckily, some stores restrict
shirt styles for different tuxedo styles
(places like the Men’s Warehouse are
your best bet). Don’t let personal preference to the shirt style get in the way
of this. An addition to a great shirt is a
great tie. The style of tie you get depends
on what type of shirt you decide on. The
color of the tie will be based on what
color you choose for your vest or cummerbund.
Remember, you will never have a
vest and cummerbund together. It is an

either-or thing, and you
have
to have one of them.
Finally, as a remind
er, never get a novelty tie.
The power of a novelty tie will break
the look and ruin
the whole tuxedo. Remember, you don’t
want to be
considered
a walking
joke.
Wearing
a
tuxedo
(and
we a ring it
right)
c a n
m a k e y o u
stand out over
the others. Just
remember to follow the proper
styles, so as not
to waste your
money and look
like
a joke.
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Another victory for FCCLA
Emily Garvin
Staff Reporter

After years of participation within the club,
junior Derek Hahn was elected President of the
Washington state FCCLA on April 10.
“It felt really good. I ran last year and a friend
got [the position], and both of us ran this year and
I got it, so it’s sort of bittersweet,” he said.
FCCLA at LSHS is a powerhouse, with the
largest amount of members of any club in Washington. Year after year, lots of students compete in,
and win, state and national tournaments. Hahn is
one of them.
This year, they were nationally honored by
the FBI when they adopted the Safe Online Surfing Program, or S.O.S., and received the highest
marks in the country after adopting the curriculum
at Cavelero Mid-High School.
Hahn got involved with FCCLA after a Family
Health project as a freshman. He found out that he
liked helping people and stayed with it.
“I like projects that involve helping people or
peer education. FCCLA also gives me experience
with teaching,” Hahn says, who plans on attending Western Washington University, Central Washington University or Washington State University
to study education. He already is using his teaching skills on Mr. Flanders, who seems thrilled with
his new bulletin board in the front of his class.
“Most seniors who get involved wish they
would’ve [started] as a freshmen,” said Hahn. He
says it’s also a good way to network for college and
meet new people.
“[FCCLA president is] a pretty big deal. There’s
about 3000 members in Washington, and 100 officers to choose from,” says Hahn.
He hasn’t had much experience as president,
but his responsibilities range from overseeing state
meetings to speaking to his peers at local events,
and he is very excited.

Hahn receiving his title and gavel						
photo courtesy of Kathy Hahn
Hahn also was elected ASB Secretary/ TreasurHe plans to stay involved in FCCLA after high
er for the upcoming school year. He anticipates it school, at least on the state level, since national
will be easy to balance the two positions.
meetings are far away. They’re trying to implement
“I kind of know what to expect already. I’ve a new program for colleges, Hahn says, but it’ll be
been in ASB and FCCLA for two years now, and years until it could take effect.
I’ve found the balance. Plus, FCCLA stuff is before
As state FCCLA president, Derek Hahn will
and after school or on weekends, and ASB is dur- not only be given the chance to make a difference
ing a class period.”
at our school, but state and nationwide as well.

New class offers a
hands-on approach
to math

Our Policy

Caolan Hampton
Managing Editor

Our Mission Statement: The Valhalla’s mission

We all know that there a certain
students who learn better through
hands-on experience than through
in-class learning. In order to help
these students, LSHS will be offering a Math Construction class next
year. In the class students will learn
the basics of algebra and geometry
by constructing small barns, running
electricity, setting up plumbing, and
other actual construction projects. In
this way, the administration hopes to
improve the math proficiency of the
student body by allowing them to
learn in a task-oriented environment.
“It gives the students a chance to
learn math in a common sense way,”
said Mr. Bushnell, main proponent of
this class.
The class is a math credit as well
as an occupational credit, and there
are two years available. The secondyear students will do their work on
an actual job site and even receive
pay for their work. They can also get
job contracts for after graduation or
during the summer.
The class teaches the basic math
skills only and if you want to pursue
higher math, you’ll still have to take
the traditional math classes. But if
you’re a practical learner, then consider taking Math Construction next
year.
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is to provide the LSHS community with a quality, thoughtprovoking publication. In these efforts, the Valhalla has
established several open forums for the exchange of
information, opinions, and artistic expression dedicated to
those in the LSHS community.

Editorials: The editorial section of the Valhalla serves
as a forum for well-written, thoughtful, longer forms of
expression. Signed editorials represent the opinions of the
author(s). Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of
the majority of the Valhalla staff. Views printed here are
meant to be opinionated and/or persuasive, but do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the student body,
administration, or school board.

Letters to the Editor: The Valhalla will

generally print as many letters as space allows each issue.
Letters must include the author’s name, signature, and
class or position relative to the school. Typed or legibly
handwritten letters are acceptable, but none should be
more than 400 words. The Valhalla reserves the right to
edit all letters for space, accuracy, spelling, and grammar.
We reserve the right to refuse to print any letters. Submit
letters to room 303, or email them to lshsvalhalla@
hotmail.com. Letters submitted by email should be pasted
into the body of the message. We reserve the right to print
all letters submitted, either in person or electronically.
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Should teachers keep their
political views to themselves?
Alissa Margett
Staff Reporter

Teachers push their political
views onto students in their classrooms all across the nation and in
our very own school. Some students say that teachers push their
political views onto students on
a daily basis and the event is a
regular occurrence among certain teachers.
In a public school system,
liberal political views are the
type most commonly pushed
onto students. “Primarily, it is
anti-Bush propaganda combined with a pro-liberal ideology.
Sometimes it involves the war in
Iraq, our current president, the
upcoming presidential election,
welfare, and the economy, as
well as a myriad of other issues,”
sophomore Sawyer Margett said.
The problem is that some
teachers, whether they realize
it or not, are supplanting facts
for their own political opinions.
“Teachers’ own views dictate
what they teach their students,”
sophomore Madeline Scott said.
The topic may be very relevant,
but the facts used in these discussions often are a mix of partial
truths and distorted statistics.
“It is very difficult for a teacher
to totally keep their perceptions
out. Even the websites that teachers choose to get their information from can be biased, without
them realizing it,” history teacher
Mr. Jim Talley said.
Unfortunately, the opinions
of the teachers are often presented as facts, causing the students
to be both mislead and misinformed. “Teachers who twist the
facts for their own political reasons are controlling more than
they are teaching,” Scott says.
“Teachers who push their political views on students go against
what it is their responsibility to
do; to arm students with facts

and allow them to make their
own decisions.”
Not all teachers push their
political views on students.
There are teachers who try their
best to keep their opinions out. “I
try to avoid doing that because I
am not infallible and my views
are not always right,” Mr. Talley says. “I want my students to
make thoughtful decisions for
themselves.”
In reality, there are two main
political parties in this country;
therefore, chances are that there
are students in the room who are
being offended, but are just not
speaking up. Students cannot just
storm out of the room when they
are frustrated, like they could
in any disagreement outside of
school. They have to sit and listen to what they are strongly opposed to. Most of these students
are too afraid to say anything
because they are intimidated by
the thought of confronting the
teacher or going against their
classmates, who are easily won
over by the teacher. “It is hard to
stand up and say you disagree
with the teacher’s view, when
all your classmates have been
swayed over by your teacher to
their side,” Scott said.
Different teachers and organizations around the country,
such as the American Association
of University Professors, argue
that teachers have the right to
say what they feel a need to say
and are protected by The First
Amendment. “One of my teachers has said that school is a ‘Constitution-free zone’. We are not
allowed to swear or carry guns at
school, though we have the right
to free speech and to bare arms
[outside of school], so the Constitution is already not upheld
in some ways. We have different
rules in school than outside of
it,” Scott said. If teachers decide
to make that argument, are they

Alissa
Margett

then saying that they have the
right to free speech, but students
don’t?
The fact is that the average
high school student does not
watch the news or read the newspaper every morning. Teachers
are the student’s main source of
information for anything outside
of their immediate world.
“My biggest problem is
when the fine educators of our
high school take advantage of
their elevated position by pressing their personal views on easily persuaded students,” Margett
says. Whether they realize it or
not, student’s political views are
influenced by that of their teacher’s. “It makes me angry because
I know what they say is wrong,
but other students don’t. The
students are not getting the balanced education they deserve,”
Scott said.
Since no one in an average
class is going to pick up The Times
anytime soon, teachers need to
be discussing the news in class
with their students. It is ok to
talk about a hot topic or something that is controversial, as
long as teachers keep it balanced.
All sides of the issue should be
presented and multiple sources
should be used. All personal political views of the teacher should
be kept out. If a teacher is certain
that their opinion is the correct
one, then they should lay out the
facts and be confident that their
students will come to the same
conclusion.

pinion

Laziness is killing our planet
Tristan Nance
Staff Reporter

You see it every day,
even if you don’t realize it.
Our school, student populace thousands strong,
has been growing a rather
hazardous problem. With
each person who attends
school, a small pile of
trash can be accumulated
over the day. Most of it
is useless garbage, like a
candy wrapper, but some
can be recycled and reused; people just don’t
do it. If you see an empty
soda bottle in the trash or
on the ground, recycle it
properly. If you get work
that you have no need
for, take the paper and
throw it in the recycle bin
instead of just trashing it,
or worse yet, leaving it on
the ground. The Environmental Protection Agency
has reported that seventy
five percent of all waste is
recyclable and reusable,
yet that amount isn’t actually being recycled.
Recycling
isn’t
just about trash and soda
bottles however; it also involves the proper disposal of chemicals and the
like. Take, for example, an
ordinary Duracell battery,
a seemingly small and
unimportant item. When
thrown into the trash, it
is forgotten about amidst
a plethora of paper plates
and Brawny paper towels. Yet this small item, no
bigger than your finger,
will one day be put into a

Ask Steve

Tristan
Nance

landfill and break open,
leaking battery acid, nickel, and cadmium into the
ground to be transported
into the water supply and
to consumers. On a large
enough scale, what was
once thought to be of no
importance can make
many people sick from
poisoning. Of course,
it would take a large
amount of batteries to do
this, and the theory isn’t
all that realistic, but it is
still possible. Replace batteries with something like
an oil or paint can, however, and then we could
have a much more serious
problem.
It is not our right
but our duty to do everything in our power to
make sure we keep the
environment safe so it
can last through future
generations. Convenience
is the equivalent of laziness, and we have become much too lax on environmental problems. So
if you see something on
the ground and decide to
throw it away, make sure
you put it somewhere it
will be properly disposed
of, not just a dumpster.

Ask Amy
Dear Steve and Amy,
There’s a girl at this school who likes to spread rumors about
people and it really bugs me. How do I express my opinion
without being rude?
- Rumor Killer

art by Amelia
Dickson

Killer-

Dear Killer,

The first thing to remember is that you cannot add fuel to the fire.
If you find a rumor spreading you need to find everyone spreading
it, tell them it isn’t true, and stop this person in their tracks. Then,
when their rumor no longer has any strength, confront the person and tell them to stop. If they stop, then great, you win. If they
don’t, and the rumors are spreading faster than you can stop them,
then involve the authorities. If you want to be anonymous then just
drop a note at the office or something so you can stop this person.
Rumors hurt everyone, and any ideas you might have about not
ratting out people pale in the face of the public good.

People who spread rumors often do so because they’re insecure
about themselves. They want people to focus on other people’s
problems, instead of their own, so they spread (and sometimes
outright make up) stories about others. This girl may have the
same problem. The rumor-spreading probably has little or nothing to do with the actual victim, and the underlying issues behind
them are something that she herself needs to deal with. All you
can do is refuse to help her spread her stories. When she comes to
you with a new rumor, ask her where she got her information. No
story will be 100% true, so don’t help this girl continue to spread
rumors. If one of her rumors is about you, let her know that it isn’t
true, and ask her not to tell it anymore. Above all, just remember
that rumors will die when people stop telling them.

Stay strong on the home front,
Steve

All the best,
Amy
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How to save money and the environment
Limit fuel consumption

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Amelia Dickson
Design Editor

Whether or not you believe in Global Warming, it never hurts to conserve the environment. And with gas prices the way they
are, alternative modes of transportation can save you a few bucks. Instead of driving your SUVs everywhere, try bumming a
ride off of some friends, riding the bus, riding your bike, or simply walking. The fresh air will do you good!

Re-use plastic bottles
Instead of bringing or buying a new water bottle for lunch, softball practice, or any other drinking time, re-use an already
opened one. In the pop machines, a single bottle of water costs a dollar. To buy a bottle of water a day every day for a week
can get a little pricey. To cut this cost and limit the amount of bottles in landfills, re-fill your old bottles, or buy just one higherquality bottle to use over and over again.

Shop at thrift stores

For this season, you can shop at Hollister or Abercrombie, spend all of your money, and then have the same shorts as the kid
next to you in chemistry. Or, you could shop at the thrift store. Instead of those shorts that you paid $50 for, you could pick
up a classy Calvin Klein skirt for only six dollars. Have a fear of used clothes? Don’t be snooty. A washing machine will kill the
germs. And, if you’re shopping somewhere like the Goodwill, the money you spend will go to helping people in our community
instead of into corporate pockets.

Bring your own bags
Images of suffocating seagulls and otters getting you down? Stop the terrorism of plastic bags by simply not using them. When
the checkout person at Safeway asks you, “Paper or plastic?”, whip out your own cloth bag to load up your goodies. If you
insist on using plastic, then at least recycle the bags. Most grocery stores have places to deposit bags to be used again.

Flip it over!
Do you know how to turn one piece of paper into two? When you’re done with one side, ﬂip it over! It can work in your
printer too. Print the odd pages first, then ﬂip them over and print the even pages. (Some printers even have a setting to print
on both sides.) In your notebooks, use both sides of each piece. This way, you wont have to keep buying reams of paper and
notebooks, and you’ll be saving the planet from deforestation.

Seven Sins, Seven Students
Preston Chapin
Staff Reporter

Sloth -

Greed -

“The Procrastinator”: the Procrastinator is the student who waits until the very
last minute to do any work. They are very
lazy, and love to sleep. In fact, that’s probably what they do in Viking Period: sleep.
The Procrastinator angers many teachers
and students alike by holding up the class
and looking like a fool when everyone has
turned in their work except for them. A classic Procrastinator is Spicoli from the movie
“Fast Times at Ridgemont High”.

“The Moocher”: the Moocher is the person you see
in the hallways always saying things like, “Hey can I
have a dollar?” “Hey, have any money?” “Have some
food I could have?” and so forth. They are the ones in
class who always ask for a dollar, or pop, but never
seems to repay you. Don’t give in to them! They won’t
stop asking! Example of a famous Moocher is J. Wellington Wimpy, the hamburger-loving character from
Popeye the Sailor. The Moocher is most likely hated by
the Food-monger.

Gluttony -

Lust -

“The Relationship Hopper”: the Relationship Hopper is the person always going from
one relationship to the next. They’re the ones
who are constantly putting makeup on during class, the ones who judge people based
on their looks, and the ones always thinking
about sex. The Relationship Hopper is rarely
single, and is most likely very popular. Think
of John Tucker from the teen movie “John
Tucker Must Die”. The Relationship Hopper
is most likely hated by the Perfect Student
and the Love Me Child.

Envy -

“The Love Me Child”: the Love Me Child is the
person glaring at you from across the room and mistreating you. They have a sour attitude towards you
because you have something that they want. Whether it’s good grades, a material item, or a relationship,
they want it and they’ll dislike you intensely until
they get what you have. Even then, they’ll probably
still have issues with you. Two famous Love Me Children are the ugly stepsisters from the Disney movie
“Cinderella”. The Love Me Child is most likely hated
by the Perfect Student and the Relationship Hopper.
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Wrath -

“The Bully”: the Bully is the person who is always
picking on other student about everything. They are
most likely ignored at home, so they look for attention
at school the way they find is best: cruelty. The Bully
can be male or female, and can be mean physically or
emotionally. The female Bully usually tends to be the
emotional abuser, and the male Bully is more likely to
be physically cruel. Bullies of both genders are prone
to quick bursts of anger. An example of a Bully is Sid,
the evil next door neighbor kid, from Disney and Pixar’s “Toy Story”. The Bully is most likely hated by all

“The Food-monger”: the Food-monger is the one who is always interrupting
class to ask “When’s lunch?” They are continuously longing for their favorite period:
lunch. Because of this obsession with eating, they are most likely unfocused during
3rd and/or 4th period. A prime example of
this is kind of person is the Cookie Monster
from “Sesame Street”. The Food-monger is

Pride -

“The Perfect Student”: the Perfect Student is
the 4.0, teachers’ pet, “I don’t care if you like me, I
have better grades anyway,” type. The Perfect Student is the person that’s always shh-ing the class
and always has to have everything 100% perfect.
They are perfectionists, and very organized. They
turn in work days before it’s due, and they never
goof off during class. They are the type that argues
with the teacher for ten minutes about an answer
being wrong, or the “B” they got on a test. A famous Prefect Student is Mincus from the TV show
“Boy meets world”. The Perfect student is hated
by the Procrastinator and the Love Me Child.
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Trip to D.C. a raving success

					
Dasha Marakulina
Contributing Writer
Our four-day trip to Washington,
DC started out with a snowy drive out
of Lake Stevens. Mr. Hayman met Jesse
Risling, Casey Manahan, Tyler Asmus,
Jessica Mayberry, Morgan Simmons
and myself at SeaTac so we could take
a red-eye flight to Washington. We
were all very excited and anxious.
We arrived in DC at about 10 in the
morning. After a stop at Starbucks, our
first stop in DC was the National His-

photo contributed by Darrick Hayman
tory Museum. The first thing you see
as you walk in is a statue of a huge red
mammoth. This museum also houses
sections on African animals, including
a humungous giraffe and an incredibly
big walrus, as well as dinosaur bones
and the Hope Diamond. After lunch
we were able to go up in the tower of
the Old Post Office. The building was
a huge mall that was 8-9 stories high.
The top is sort of like the Space Needle
because it had a 360 degree view of its
surroundings. We also went to the Air
and Space Museum which was pretty
cool. It has old airplanes, examples of

A.P. students head to
Europe over Spring Break
Kendrick Barnes
Contributing Writer
There we were, me with two
hours of sleep from the past 48 hours,
my sophomore history teacher and
five sophomores I didn’t know. We
were all looking forward to nine
hours on a plane (not) and then we
boarded the plane and were off. Our
first stop in France we were picked
up at the airport by a cab driver who
spoke next to no English and for some
reason ignored me specifically. After dropping everything at our hotel,
ourselves, six Floridans, and about 30
Kentuckians headed off to “Pigalle.”
“Pigalle” translates to pig-alley. Ask
your French teacher why. After an
unimpressive meal we split from the
rest of the group and we went to see
Sacre-Coeur, a beautiful, peaceful
church on the top of the hill Paris is
built on. After wandering around the
side streets, like all the other Parisians,
it was time for Notre Dame (which
was awe-inspiring) and then sleep.
The following day it was Versailles,
a huge over-the-top palace around
Paris, the Eiffel Tower and a bus tour
around Paris. We also saw Napoleon’s
tomb that day; it was a pretty big coffin for a rather small dude. On our last
day it was the Louvre, Mona Lisa and
all, and then the most crammed train
you’ve ever seen on its way to Florence, Italy. In Florence we again split
from the group and had the Tuscan
experience wandering around what
is now one of my favorite European
cities, and I’ve seen upwards of 15.
As we headed back to our meeting
place we thought we were early, as
we were millin’ around and relaxing
and reflecting on the amazing church
we had just seen, we soon discovered
we were in fact late. That’s right, eight
Americans Freaking Out (just a little)
because we were stuck in Florence,
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the insides of rockets and other examples of the history of flight. This museum had an exhibit of important items
from American history, like Mohamed
Ali’s gloves, R2D2, and Dorothy’s red
shoes. As we rode our bus to the Lincoln Memorial we were stopped at an
intersection by Capitol Police. As we
sat in traffic the president and his motorcade crossed the intersection in front
of us. That was an experience that we
didn’t expect!
We visited the Vietnam Wall, Lincoln Memorial, and the Korean War
Memorial. The Vietnam Wall was very
moving to actually see it. When you
look at the names, the impact and cost
of war hits you; all these men lived and
died once. Our first day was completed with the Lincoln Memorial. It felt as
though I was in a movie; walking up
the steps and having a night view of
the Mall and the Washington memorial
was surreal.
The next day started out with the
Arlington National Cemetery. We saw
rows of gravestones and visited John
Kennedy’s grave. We were also able
to see the changing of the guard at the
Tomb of the Unknowns. After Arlington, we made our way to a tour of the
Capitol building. Security was very
tight, but we were able to sit in the gallery above the House of Representatives and see other exciting historical
items stored there.
After the capitol we went to see
long-anticipated Washington’s Mansion at Mount Vernon. It was fascinating to walk inside the house, see all the
furniture, and sit on his back porch

F
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and take in the beautiful view of Potomac River. Our day finished off with a
tour of the historic town of Alexandria,
Virginia. Most of the buildings have a
European style and you feel like you
are still in the 1860s.
The third day brought us a photo
stop at the White House in the morning
and a visit to the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Memorial that was surrounded by
blooming cherry trees. One place that
Mr. Hayman really wanted us to visit
was the Holocaust Museum. For me,
it was the most anticipated museum.
It did not disappoint. It was a tremendously sad experience, but it was
worth it. Since it was a nice day, we
were able to walk around the Capitol
building and visit the Supreme Court
and the National Archives. The third
day ended with the World War II Memorial. It has an amazing design with
fountains and pillars representing each
state and territory.
On our last day we visited the National Cathedral and the house where
Abraham Lincoln died, but soon we
had to go to the airport and leave the
half-discovered D.C. behind us. This
was a tremendous experience that we
all enjoyed! The most important thing
that I took away from this trip was
that I will go back there and explore
the monuments, museums and historic sites again because even though
we saw so much of our nation’s capitol, there was so much that we missed.
This was the trip of a lifetime!

PLANNING A CAREER
FOR YOUR FUTURE?
These are just a few of the jobs that are
available to you at

Snohomish County Public Works

Mr. Neuman, junior Kendrick Barnes, and
sophomore Zeb Parker dance around
photo courtesy of Sacha Nasr
and while it’s a nice place we had not
yet been to Rome! Our guide soon returned and saved us and then we were
on the way to Rome after depressingly
little time in Florence.
In Rome we saw the Vatican City.
The Vatican was basically a Holy Roman circus with hundreds of people
and cameras everywhere and the Sistine Chapel, which was supposed to
be a place of peace, was jam-packed
shoulder-to-shoulder. Definitely not
the best part of our trip; while I’m glad
we went there I wouldn’t go back. The
next day we wandered freely through
Rome in search of the catacombs
(which we never found), the Pantheon
(which was really cool), and the site of
the stabbing of Julius Caesar (which
was apparently in a back parking lot).
The following day we returned home
after having a really great trip. Also
ask some people who went about all
the more colorful details that I can’t
talk about here.

Interested in Math?
Engineers
Engineering Technician
Interested in Science?
Environmental Planner
Biologist
Watershed Steward
Habitat Specialist

For more information,
visit:

www.snoco.org

Jobline: 425-388-3686
TTY: 425-388-3700

Interested in Computers?
GIS Technician
GIS Analyst
Network Administrator
Interested in Automotive?
Mechanic – Auto/Diesel
Interested in Working Outside?
Road Maintenance Worker
Solid Waste Laborer
Site Attendant
Interested in Administration?
Office Assistant/Secretary
Administrative Specialist
Financial Analyst
Construction Contract Compliance
Interested in Transportation?
Traffic Investigators
Transportation Planning

“Snohomish County is an equal
opportunity
employer committed to an inclusive, multicultural workplace.”
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Helping kids feel okay about being different

Mrs. Richards working hard.
Alissa Margett
Staff Reporter
“I help kids feel ok with
being different,” said special
education teacher Mrs. Richards. Though Mrs. Richards
has been teaching for fourteen
years, she has dedicated the
last eight to helping kids in
need at our school.
Mrs. Richards was born
and raised on the other side
of the mountains in Spokane.
She graduated from Gonzaga
University and started her
life-long career working with
high-school students in Spokane. She moved west when
her kids were both in college
and has been here since the

Photo by Shavawn Ellsbury
fall of 1998.
Mrs. Richards decided to
become a teacher and taught
general education English and
psychology from 1975 until she
had kids of her own. She said
that for eight years she was a
youth minister for a Catholic
parish, the last year in which
she worked also for a Methodist group and consulted for a
Baptist organization.
For another eight-year
span, she worked as a recreational director for a residential treatment center in Spokane, a place for teens with
behavioral problems. It was
there that Mrs. Richards decided she wanted to teach in
special-ed. “Working at the

center made me want to work
with the kids in trouble. I saw
kids with both family and
learning problems, which led
them into trouble. They got
screwed!” she says. This experience spurred her towards
special-ed.
Mrs. Richards teaches special-ed English, which is different from the Life Skills program. “I teach kids who are
lagging behind in reading and
writing. They are regular in
every other way, but just need
a little extra help,” she says.
In her classroom, students
have more direct instruction to
fix what is specifically holding
them back. “A lot of it is exposing kids to the same literature
and experiences that others
their age have. Special-ed
English is just at a slower and
more relaxed pace,” she said.
Kids in Mrs. Richards’
class do many of the same
activities that regular-ed students do in their English classes. “They read chapter books,
like White Fang, or I read out
loud to them. We discuss a
lot and have tons of fun,” she
says. Like in any high school
classroom, Mrs. Richards’ students do their best to get her
off topic or to have her tell
them a story.
A huge part of a job in
special-ed is paper work, but

Mrs. Richards does not mind.
Students in special-ed classes
have IEPs, or Individual Education Programs. This requires
the dedication of many afterschool hours on the teacher’s
part for meeting with student’s
parents and getting through
piles of paperwork. “I actually
love having IEP meetings because the parents and kids are
so genuine. I get to talk about
what is important and make
plans for their lives,” Richards
says. “It is the gas in my engine; what keeps me going.”
Mrs. Richards has her
very own style of teaching. “I
am pretty ‘old school,’” she
says, “especially as far as posters or group projects go.” Mrs.
Richards confesses that this is
the first year that she has had
anything artsy in her classroom. She finally brought in
a box of construction paper,
with which her students made
a card that went along with a
book they were reading.
Mrs. Richards says that
there is one thing that she
loves most about teaching special-ed English: “I most enjoy
it when, after covering several
novels, someone who hates
reading asks to borrow a book
so they can finish it. It brings
me such joy. I am like, ‘No, I
don’t need to write the book
number down, please just take

it,’” she said.
For Mrs. Richards, she
loves all her students, but seniors hold a special place in
her heart. “I am not a warm
fuzzy teacher, but my students
look forward to graduation
because they know I will cry,”
she says. It is the hardest time
of year for her and she often
lies awake at night thinking
about what their futures might
hold for them.
Mrs. Richards collects pictures of her students during
the month of May. She sends
each student a picture of hisor-herself, many of whom
she says would otherwise not
have any. From the short time
of graduation to the last day
of school, she compiles all the
pictures of her seniors and
puts them on a DVD set to the
latest music. Copies are given
to her seniors and are shown
to her juniors on the last day
of school.
Mrs. Richards struggles to
break the special-ed stigma.
“Do not be afraid of specialed,”she says. The one thing
that she wants everyone to
know is that just because people in special-ed learn differently, doesn’t mean they can’t
learn.
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Twenty-three
years of sheer
excellence
Alex Peña
Staff Reporter

Everyone knows that the nicest teacher alive is our own Mr.
Roger Anderson. But I bet almost
everyone at this school doesn’t
know that he has been a huge
contribution to the baseball program here: coaching for 23 years.
Mr. Anderson started his coaching
career here back in 1985, and four
years later became the head varsity coach.
Mr. Anderson is usually found
in portable 17, but also has been
seen outside on the baseball diamond doing anything he can to
get rid of the annoyingly enormous puddles on the infield. But
going back a few years, I bet people also didn’t know that Mr. Anderson attended LSHS back when
it was actually down in the buildings that now house North Lake
Middle School. He played mostly
basketball, and of course baseball,
with people like Matt Blacken’s
dad, and his senior year their team

made it to the second round in the
state tournament.
“He’s a nice guy that definitely
knows a lot about baseball,” junior
pitcher Joe Pulitano says.
It’s definitely obvious that Anderson knows his stuff: he’s helped
over 30 players make it to playing
higher-level baseball, whether it
be at a community college, division one team, or even farther than
that. “I feel pretty blessed that I’ve
had talented and nice players and
great parents over the years because I’ve seen other coaches get
driven out of coaching because of
having problems with parents and
players,” Anderson explains. And
he definitely has had some amazing players, like the now-graduated Mitch Canham, Ryan Verdugo,
Matt Fields, and Matt Stevens. All
of these players have advanced to
playing baseball at major colleges
around the country. He is obviously an outstanding coach with a lot
of heart for the game, and sticks to
his motto: “play with class.”
Along with many of his players, he is also very superstitious
when it comes to winning games.
Many of the boys don’t wash their
jerseys, or change their socks, or
something along those lines, but
Anderson doesn’t go quite that far.
Before every away game he says,
“Let’s win a ball game,” right before getting off the bus. It’s just
one of those things that need to be
done.
“I’ve recently been changing
into my old shoes,” he says, which
just happens to be another part of
the superstition thing. “I also had
to throw away [team manager]
Brea [Rosas]’s mechanical pencil
because it wasn’t helping either,”
Anderson joked.
“He is a guy that has many
baseball smarts; he knows his facts
pretty well,” said junior JJ McCarthy. “I can compare Coach Willie and Coach Anderson to the
show Rob and Big. They are two
extremely friendly guys that are
fun to be around, just like Rob and
Big.”
The baseball team always
seems so closely bonded and such
good friends, and having a coach
like Mr. Anderson could only make
things ten times better. “There are
times when he gets mad (yes, that
actually does happen) but usually
he just encourages us to work harder,” McCarthy and Pulitano both
explain. Mr. Anderson has been
a great contribution to our school
and to the baseball program, and
his wife, Bianca, definitely makes
the best brownies in the world.
Our school will definitely continue to see nothing but success come
from his program, and many more
players will be able to experience
his talented coaching ability.
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And the next
Michelle Wie is...
Alex Peña
Staff Reporter
The girl’s golf team has started up
again and back in full swing. Coaches
Mr. Palmer and Amy Wiklund are expecting another great season. Even
though last year’s senior golfers Alli
Laurine and Caitlyn Patten have graduated, and last year’s placings were
mainly in the middle of the WESCO
standings, there is no doubt that the
returning girls and the incoming freshmen are going to continue to dominate
on the green.
The Varsity and JV teams
practice at Battle Creek Golf Course
in Marysville and are training to improve at practice every day. “We have
a young but dedicated team, hopefully
we’ll take some district and state spots
this year,” says Coach Wiklund. Unlike
most sports, the way golf works is that
a few teams at a time compete against
each other, rather than a two-team
game. Golf works on a point system
with a triple bogey being one point, a
double bogey is two points, a bogey is
three points, and a par is four points.
The girls also only play nine holes instead of the full 18.
On the Varsity team there are a total of six girls on the team, five juniors
and possibly one freshman. Returning
players that are expected to do well
this season are juniors Kaitlin Evans,
Lauren Lobaugh, and Kate Palmer.
“The kids are working really hard.
If they keep working hard they’ll really improve; it’s fun to go to practice
with these kids everyday,” says Varsity
Coach Palmer.
This team has many goals for themselves, and are ready to face their challenging opponents such as Snohomish,
Arlington, Oak Harbor, and Stanwood.
“I’m hoping to get one individual into
the state tournament, but it’s very competitive to get there,” Palmer said. In
their WESCO tournaments there are
four matches. The teams are divided
up into two groups and they all play
each other. After that is done, there are
two more matches with the remaining
nine teams, and that basically determines the WESCO standings.

Junior Kate Palmer swings the club
photo by Shavawn Ellsbury
Along with the rest of the girls,
junior Kristina Tews has goals for herself, being the new addition to the team
this year. “I’m excited just to see how I
do because I’ve never played before,”
she said. She also says that the girls get
along very well and know how to work
together as a team.
The girls’ first big match was on
April 17 and was the first league match
for them. It consisted of multiple teams
at a time, and was intense and hopefully not so tough for our girls to be
able to defeat the other schools. All
of the girls and coaches are excited
to start their 2008 season, keeping all
of their team and individual goals in
mind. “The next few years of girl’s golf
should be rockin!” said Wiklund.

photo by Shavawn Ellsbury
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Dodgeball tourney shakes up this school
Alex Peña
Staff Reporter

catching the
ball in between his knees. That
was pretty impressive,” announcer
Ray Roberts said.
Remaining teams such as the Red
Dragon Diamond Crew, the Big Black,
The Softball, and many more continued to battle down on the court, trying
to push their way to the top through
either the winning or losing brackets.
“I’m mad I didn’t play in a crucial
game, but I’m proud of my team; we
hung in there. We were doin’ work, it
was for my homie Big Black!” senior
Kyle Alford said. Each team progressively eliminated each other and it
all came down to the championship
game between senior team The Elim
Elite and the team of sophomores
Man Bear Pig. At first it seemed that
Man Bear Pig had the advantage
after getting out seniors Kelly
Kurisu, Sean Driscoll, Dustin
Adams, Daniel Russum, and
Isaac Molstre, but the re-

maining player Shane Pilon definitely
pulled through for his team. In a
“ring of fire” round, there were
four players remaining on the
Man Bear Pig side of the court,
and lonely Shane Pilon on the
other, trying to win it for his
team. Amazingly, Pilon drilled
his challengers and ended up
winning the whole thing for
Elim Elite, making them the 2008
dodge ball champions! “The
seniors were born to dominate dodgeball!” Roberts
yelled.
Junior Ryan Legg aims at another player
photo by Shavawn Ellsbury

The annual dodgeball tournament made its
way into the gym once again, and what an experience it was. With over ten teams participating,
the gym was filled with crazed fans expecting
to watch some intense dodgeball madness. The
event started off with two spirited teams: Better
Than You and Livin’ the Dream. During most
of the game, Livin’ the Dream held an advantage, leaving junior Bailey
Moore
out on the court all alone
fending for her team.
Fortunately, she caught a
ball thrown at her which allowed her teammate, junior
George King, to re-enter
the game. But that wasn’t
enough for the tie-dyed duet
to beat their opponent, and
Livin’ the Dream took the first
game
in hopes of playing in the championship game
and remaining in the winner’s bracket.
The next teams competing were Captain
Planet and The Softball. Captain Planet planned
out their winning strategy before the game, plus
they acted out the Captain Planet theme song as
an introduction to every game. From the beginning, The Softball girls were very timid when it
came to racing to the line to grab the balls, but
fought until the very end. “I was nervous being
out there; I was shaking, and I think I screamed
like ten times!” junior Maddy Novak said.
Sophomore Jordan Wyrick happened to be the
last one standing for The Softball, and Captain
Planet members junior Nick Baker and senior
Aaron Morphy used special tactics of throwing
the ball at her at the exact same time to confuse
her, which ended in a win for Captain Planet,
putting them into the winning bracket.
The famous duo of juniors TJ Dodge and
Ryan Legg performed their dodgeball skills in a

form of interpretive dance. With Dodge’s matrix
dance moves, dodging at least three balls at
a time, and Legg’s impressive toe touch
jumps, this two-person team managed
to hang in there for quite a long time.
Unluckily, going against players like
senior TJ McCord made it difficult for
Dodge and Legg to stay in, due to McCord’s stunts of catching the ball between his knees and eliminating them
from the game. “The biggest highlight
of this game for me was TJ

Steve’s Lake Stevens
Barber Shop
1803 Mainstreet
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
425-334-3304
Walk-Ins Welcome
Bring in this ad for $2 off

Hours
Tuesday-Friday
8:30am-5:30pm
Saturday 8am-3pm
Thursday until 7pm
Closed Sunday
& Monday
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customers welcome!
10519 20th st. SE #3
one month unlimited tanning only $19.99!
(conventional beds only)
and 1/2 off all other

beds during your

unlimited month.
Coupon required		
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Ugly Betty returns, and is just as beautiful The worst nine-to-five ever finally back
Emily Garvin
as ever
Amelia Dickson
Staff Reporter

There was nothing ugly about the Ugly Betty episode that aired on April
24th. Unlike most other shows, the Betty writers actually remembered the
storyline over the writers’ strike break.
I was pleased to find Betty and Henry’s relationship weakening as the
heavily pregnant Charlie comes back into the picture. Maybe soon she will
be able to move on to a man who truly deserves her.
Meanwhile, Betty’s flirtations with sandwich-maker Gio have gotten a
little more serious. I predict that he and Betty will be together once Henry
leaves.
The storyline regarding Willamina,
Rene, and Daniel thickens as Willamina
provides Daniel with some juicy information from Rene’s past.
My least favorite storyline, the one
regarding Amanda and her father, is
thankfully forgotten for this episode.
She doesn’t have much of a role in this
episode, besides withholding some important information about Henry.
As usual, this show is delightful.
There is a lot of information to remember, and those who aren’t fond of drama
should stay away.

New Grey’s Anatomy episode is as
angst-filled as always
Emily Garvin
Staff Reporter

Grey’s Anatomy started off their post-writers’-strike with another
dramatic episode. Apparently people aren’t yet tired of the are-they
aren’t-they, my-life-is-so-horrible attitude. You can only keep the storylines going for so long.
It starts with revealing the residents, Izzie, Cristina, Alex, and Meredith, competing in a surgery contest. They’ve spent the last two weeks
at the hospital twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, to see who
can get the most points for various things like stitching, running tests,
and the big one, solving a medical mystery.
Izzie misses out on an entire car full of people attacked by a bear in
the mountains, who drove down to the hospital with all sorts of wounds,
including the brother, who is basically holding his intestines in his hands
when he walks in. They treat all four people differently, revealing that
the driver has a brain tumor, causing a lack of judgment in the past few
months, including marrying a woman he’d known for ten days.
The resident’s competitive attitude seems to cloud their bedside manner, Izzie ends up getting yelled at by a patient of whom spent the entire day enduring hundreds of meaningless tests. Everyone is surprised
when at the end of the day, Meredith is the one who wins, pulling ahead
at the end with the tumor diagnosis.
Cristina remains a desperate suck-up to Erica, the new cardiologist
who doesn’t really like her. Once she’s packed up after the contest, she
finds that Erica and Calli, her room mate, are friends. Yet another opportunity for Cristina to be a creepy stalker.
The Derek and Meredith story line was also
semi-boring this episode.
His new girlfriend is a little
bit obsessive, blurting out to
Meredith’s sister Lexie that
she loved him about halfway through. I have a feeling that their love/hate relationship isn’t quite over.
Overall, this episode was
a success, and reminded me
of why I like that show so
much. Too bad it’s not actually filmed in Seattle.

volume 80, issue 9

Staff Reporter

Most shows about businesses and the people in them
are slow and boring.
But when that boss is Michael Scott and the coworker
is Dwight Schrute, a “documentary turns into the funniest
show on television.
The first episode after the
writers’ strike, titled “Dinner Party,” is sure to go down as a classic. Michael finally corners Jim and Pam in for dinner at their house. Needless to
say, the party is awkward and uncomfortable, as we get to see the intimate
details of Jan and Michael’s dysfunctional relationship.
“Michael and Jan seem to be playing their own separate game, and it’s
called, ‘let’s see how uncomfortable we can make our guests.’ And they’re
both winning,” says Jim..
And after all that trouble, they didn’t even get any dinner.
The second episode after the break, the tenth episode overall, is over
the line of what goes too far. Michael is rude and distasteful, too much so
for it to still be funny.
This episode catches Michael right after his break with Jan, and instead of being heartbroken, he quickly gets back into the game when he
falls in love with a model in the office supply catalog. He entrusts Dwight
with the ridiculous job of finding her and setting them up on a date.
Pam sets him up with her landlady, in what has to be the worst blind
date in the history of television. Needless to say, Michael is a complete
jerk, putting Pam’s housing situation in jeopardy.
What follows is an awkward conversation between Jim and Pam about
engagement and moving in together, half joking in the way only the two
of them can. In the interview that follows, Jim reveals that he wasn’t kidding, and pulls out a ring that he’s had for months.
The next episode, “Night Out,” is probably just a filler episode for
the real drama that’s yet to come, yet still hilarious and surprising in the
doesn’t-move-the-story-along sort of way.
Ryan comes by the office, with him the news that the group must work
on Saturdays. Jim decides to take action and suggests they work a couple
extra hours Friday.
It doesn’t take long to realize that Ryan is acting oddly accepting towards Michael and Dwight. Ryan later admits in a backward way that he
may have a drug problem.
Overall, these three episodes were well worth the wait.

New Scrubs episodes: were they really
worth the wait?
Amelia Dickson
Staff Reporter

As the Scrubs season resumes
after the writers’ strike, I can’t help
but feel a little disappointed. After
seven seasons, the show has finally
reached its limit; the jokes are getting old.
Over the years, some characters
like Carla, Turk, and Dr. Cox have
evolved, had children, gotten married, gotten divorced etc. Since the
break, these evolutions have continued and move the storyline well.
However, especially in the first episode since the break, the characters
of both JD and Eliot have remained painfully stagnant. The once-funny
immaturity, lack of commitment and so on has gotten old. Although Zach
Braff looks much older than he did at the beginning of the series, he seems
mentally unchanged.
Some of the storylines seemed to have been forgotten by the writers
over the long break. It just seemed like a random episode that didn’t really fit.
The second episode was much better. Some progress was made in the
forgotten Dr. Kelso storyline, and JD showed some concern for his son,
and it was fresh and funny. Best of all, if you pay close attention to episode two, you can learn the janitor’s name.
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Not the average Prom Night
Alissa Margett
Staff Reporter
In the movie Prom Night, teenager Donna (Brittany Snow) is expecting her senior prom to be
the best night of her life. Donna’s prom is set at a posh hotel and her special night starts off great,
but soon goes drastically wrong. Donna and her friends are pursued by a crazy serial killer who
will stop at nothing to get what he wants: Donna. What starts out as a fun night at senior prom
turns into a night of terror and bloodshed.
As a freshman, Donna witnessed the brutal murder of both her parents and younger brother
by her obsessed former teacher. He was caught and locked safely away in a state mental health
facility. While there, he spends his days fantasizing about Donna and the day when they will
reunite.
Three and a half years later, Donna is out for a night of fun with her friends at prom, unaware
that at the same time, her former teacher is on the run after escaping from prison. He is once again
consumed by his twisted love for Donna. The escapee slips into the hotel where she is staying,
while evading the police, and waits for her to return to her room. Along the way, hotel staff members, policemen, and her closest friends are murdered.
This 1980’s remake definitely keeps you on your feet, but in the end is forgettable. Each scene
is packed with action, but nothing new. It has the all-too-common scene where someone yells into
the dark, “Hello? Is anybody there?”. There are a little too many dramatic scenes where the music
quickens and you think something big is about to happen, but nothing ever does.
Prom Night is a little too unrealistic, even for a horror film. The serial killer manages to not
only silently murder dozens of people without getting a drop of blood on his clothes, but escapes
by walking out the front door of the hotel that is swarming with police who are looking for him.
The mad teacher then somehow slips into Donna’s home, which is surrounded by policemen, and
murders even more people.
In the end, Prom Night is entertaining but easily forgotten. It is too predictable and offers nothing new, which is to be expected from a PG-13 horror movie.

Image courtesy of en.epochtimes.com

A feast for the senses: Colin Meloy Sings Live!
Tristan Nance
Staff Reporter
Becoming well known in the independent music scene can be a tough journey,
unless you’re Colin Meloy. With a quick
wit and voice to match, the lead singer of
The Decemberists started out on his solo
career back in 2005. Three years is a long
time to wait and release a proper album
(excluding of course tour-only EPs), so it
comes as no surprise that a full length LP
would be eventually released.
The album, simply titled Colin Meloy
Sings Live! is exactly how it sounds, yet so
much more. It consists of songs ranging
from his previous band Tarkio, some from
The Decemberists’ LPs, and even a few covers of other artists such as The Smiths and
Shirley Collins. This is music in its rawest
form, replacing other instruments in favor
of an acoustic guitar and a microphone.
If you’re new to the music of either
Colin Meloy or The Decemberists, be prepared for songs with lyrical content that,
should I say, don’t follow normal trends.
Songs about angsty youth and teenagerdom hold no place in these waters. Instead

Image courtesy of amazon.com

you’ll hear stories (and I use the word stories
deliberately) about gymnasts, vagabonds, lovers, dreams of past lives and so much more.
Take for example the lyrics “And I am nothing of a builder, but here I dreamt I was an
architect, and I built this balustrade to keep
you home, to keep you safe from the outside
world,” from the song “Here I Dreamt I Was
an Architect”, and that’s not even scratching
the surface of complexities held within.
The only sticking point about the album
would be the song selection. That’s not to
say the songs chosen are bad; in fact, they’re
some of the best. I just wish there were more
of them to listen to. The album length (a modest seventy-four minutes) feels like it goes by
too fast because it is just that easy to indulge
in (take a listen to the song “On the Bus Mall”
and you’ll see what I mean).
Taken for what it is, this album is golden. Though Colin Meloy might not win any
awards for his efforts, a release this solid
would be a crime to miss. So if you see it in
stores such as Borders, buy it and give it a
listen. Just be prepared to be pleasantly surprised.

Far Traveler: A trip to the past

History left us hanging, she gave us a possibility
Preston Chapin
Staff Reporter
The book Far Traveler by Rebecca Tingle is
an absolutely amazing historical fiction about
a young girl. The main character, Ælfwyn (pronounced “Alwyn”) is the daughter of the Æthelflæd (Athellad) in tenth-century Britain. Her
mother rules over Mercia, one of the largest and
strongest English kingdoms. Her brother, King
Edward, rules West Saxon. Ælfwyn is taken in
by Edward when Ælfwyn’s mother dies early
in the book. Her uncle, however, has plans for
her become a freothuwebbe––a peace-weaver––to
strengthen an alliance with another country. Ælfwyn, refusing to go through with an arranged
marriage, cuts her hair and disguises herself as a
scop, or a bard.
Far Traveler is very much a “what if” of history: Ælfwyn really did exist, and disappeared
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from all records after her mother’s death. Tingle
then took the events of the time and wove a story
of what may have happened to the missing girl.
Ælfwyn was a good character, though a little too
passive. Wil was marvelous; I fell in love with
him myself, and his and Ælfwyn’s romance made
the book that much more enjoyable to read.
The book came into the library towards the
end of last year, and I was the first to read it. I
couldn’t put it down. I am hard pressed to find a
book outside of my usual fantasy genre that I actually enjoy so much. The book is full of suspense
and adventure that anyone who enjoys reading
can appreciate. The book has a prequel about her
mother as a child and taking over Mercia, but you
do not need to read it to understand what’s going on in the story, though that book is also very
good.
If you love to read and try new things, Far
Traveler is definitely the way to go.
image courtesy of barnesandnoble.com
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In loving memory of Ryan Depuy

Rest in Paradise logo
by Ethan Stuart
photos courtesy of Ryan Depuy’s
Myspace page

Life is frequently described as not being fair. Or when no one can answer the daunting question of why, people say that everything
happens for a reason. Ryan Scott Depuy could be described in so many different ways, I doubt anyone could ever get close to naming all of
them. One of the best ways he was described was being the life of the party. His personality was so vibrant and contagious it was hard for him
not to be. He was the kind of person that would walk into a room and you knew he was there, and he made sure of it. The most contagious
part about him was his smile.
One of Ryan’s greatest passions was soccer. He loved it with all his heart. Many people had the pleasure of playing on the ﬁeld with him
and getting to know him through this passion of his. Ryan was a very talked-about person. People who have never met him heard about him
and wanted to meet him. He was always making sure that he looked good, and always trying to impress people. He had such a great sense of
humor and it was amazing. Whether it was playing a prank or just joking around, he was very good at making people laugh.
The people that got to truly get to know Ryan are lucky. When he tried, he really knew how to touch someone’s life. He has even done so
without knowing that he had. He was a very loving and loyal person and it showed. I’ve talked to people that only knew Ryan brieﬂy, but they
got a chance to sit down with him and he impacted their life greater then he knew.
He was also very curious about a lot of things, and had a tendency to “experiment”. But going through high school, it’s hard to not be
curious and not want to join the crowd. Part of high school is ﬁnding out exactly who you are. Sometimes people get stuck in the wrong part
of school or they hang out with the “wrong crowd”. One thing I know Ryan’s family wants is to make sure this tragedy did not happen in vain.
Whatever that means to you, it will help if you do something.
Ryan is one of the greatest people I have been able to grow up with. Ryan was loved by many people and it was easy to do so considering
his personality. He will forever be loved and missed. Ryan, we all love you, Rest In Paradise.
-Joey Davis

Dearest Ryan,
I truly don’t know where I would be without you by my side the entire time. I miss
you more than you could ever imagine. We have been through thick and thin, but that
only made our relationship stronger.
You were an incredible person and I wouldn’t change one thing about you. The
time we spent together made me the happiest I have ever been before. You had a
special way of putting others before you and being there when I needed you the most.
Even though our families joked about our wedding day, together we knew the day
would come.
Whether it was midnight walks on the beach in Cabo, snowboarding in Whistler, or
just relaxing at home, those are the times what will never be forgotten. I felt a level of
comfort being around you that I didn’t have with anyone else. I could be myself around
you and you loved me for who I am.
Ryan, you are in a better place now where you can forever be free and watch over
me with every step I take. There won’t be a day that goes by that I won’t miss and think
of you. You have a permanent place in my heart and will forever stay there. Words
cannot describe how much you will always mean to me.
I love you Ryan Scott DePuy, always and forever.
Love Always,
Tay
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Wondering where to go for dinner before Prom?

Guide compiled by Preston Chapin

Check out these local restaurants- there’s one for every price range!

$$$$ -

Pasta Freska - Restaurant, Italian, Outdoor Dining ($31 - $40) - 1515
Westlake Ave Seattle, WA

Cascadia - American (New), Outdoor Dining (above $40) Fine dining.
No rules. - 2328 First Ave Seattle, WA

Le Gourmand - Restaurant, French, Fine Dining ($31 - $40) Food for
one who is fond of delicate fare - 425 NW Market St. Seattle, WA

Amore Restaurant - Restaurant, Italian, Late Night Dining (above Oceanaire Seafood Room - Restaurant, Seafood, Special Occasion
$40) - Explore your passions - 2301 5th Ave Seattle, WA
Dining ($31 - $40) - “Seafood Flown In Fresh Daily” - 1700 Seventh
Ave Ste 100 Seattle, WA
Campagne Restaurant - Restaurant, French, Outdoor Dining (above
$40) Country-French cuisine in the heart of Pike Place Market - 86 Geneva - Restaurant, Eclectic & International, Romantic Dining ($31 Pine St Seattle, WA
$40) - 1106 Eighth Ave Seattle, WA
Canlis Restaurant - Restaurant, Special Occasion Dining (above $40) $$ - 2576 Aurora Ave N Seattle, WA
Vi Bacchus Sake Bar & Bistro Restaurant - ($21 - $30) - Many Varieties
Rover’s - Restaurant, French, Local Favorites (above $40) - 2808 E of Sushi & Japanese dishes - 1401 Broadway Ave Seattle, WA
Madison St Seattle, WA
Mamma Melina Ristorante – Italian ($21 - $30) - 4.07 miles - 4759
Salty’s at Redondo Beach - Restaurant, Seafood, View (above $40) Roosevelt Way NE Seattle, WA
World class seafood, steaks, service and smiles - 28201 Redondo Beach
Dr S Des Moines, WA
Carmelita - Savory vegetarian fare - 7314 Greenwood Ave N Seattle,
WA
$$$ Matts’ Rotisserie & Oyster Lounge - 16551 NE 74th St Redmond, WA
Volterra - Restaurant, Italian, Late Night Dining ($31 - $40) - 5411 Ballard Ave NW Seattle, WA
Il Bistro - Restaurant, Fine and Romantic Italian Dining, Late Night
Dining, ($21 - $30) - 93 Pike St Seattle, WA

from Viking Experience

Community Service
Opportunities

• Contact the Lake Stevens Family Center at 425.397.7433 or at lakestevensfamilycenter.org for the following:
• Y.A.C. or Youth Advisory Council is a community service club
for middle and high school ages.
• Community Supper offers a free dinner in a pleasant atmosphere to anyone in the community.
• Talk Time offers a conversation group for people learning
English as a second language. It meets at Lake Stevens Baptist
Church, adjacent to the Family Center. Free childcare is provided.
• Craigmont Senior Dinner is a meal served to the residents of
Craigmont Apartments.
• Cup of Sugar is a night for parents to gain info and resources
from others in their community on topics of interest. It meets
at Cavalero Mid High, with varying topics each month. You
can get community service if you attend with your parents.

Top
10
things to do while
your friends are at
Prom

10. Finish all graduation requirements
9. Go see Prom Night
8. Make pies to throw at people
that turned you down
7. Plan to take over the world
6. Have a Harry Potter marathon
5. Spend the entire night stalking
your crush
4. Go to a concert
3. Have a W.O.W. prom
2. Drive around with your other,
cooler friends
1. Eat ice cream alone on your couch

• Contact Simona at Haggens at 425.377.7100. Different opportunities
each week.
Consignment Shop

• Contact Lynn White
at Catholic Community Services at
425.257.2101 ext.
3302. They will help
you find volunteer
opportunities.

Seniors, don’t forget!
ALL Community Service
is due MAY 15!!!!!

Buy, Sell and Trade

Hours: Monday- Friday 10am-6pm
Saturdays 12pm-4pm

$5 off

a purchase of $25 or more
with this coupon

12401 20th St. N.E.
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
(425) 334-0290
looking for Hollister,

Abercrombie, GAP, etc.
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